ABN Amro accelerates
with APS and Miramo
®

Dutch-based international firm ABN Amro Asset Management has
been able to radically improve the timely and accurate publishing of
performance data in marketing materials to support its sales staff,
thanks to Interlagos APS and Miramo.

Regular and timely publication of fund
performance data and asset base is key to the
marketing programme for most commercial
asset management institutions, but achieving
it can be a challenge. The in-house marketing
team at ABN Amro’s Asset Management
division were finding it difficult to meet sales
staff’s requirements for up-to-date printed
performance data in marketing materials.
Marketing copywriter Bela Spanjar explains:
“Documents were prepared by an in-house
DTP team of two. Although it only took
half a day to actually produce a new leaflet
or an hour or two to update graphs and
figures, they were extremely busy and we had
trouble getting the updates ready within the
requested timescales.”
The two-sided leaflets consist of marketing
text on the front, with a performance
graph, assets under management and sales
information on the back. A fair proportion of
the content is static or only updated once or
twice a year but the requirement for checking
and correcting the updated figures and graphs
could mean two or more back-and-forth trips
between marketing and the DTP department
before a document could be signed off. As a
result, only some 10 to 15 fund performance
leaflets were produced – although ABN Amro
Asset Management administers over 600 funds
altogether – and these were mostly updated
once or twice a year at the request of sales
staff. Best-selling funds might have their
documents updated every three months, but
that was the effective maximum frequency.

More information, more often,
in more languages
With more than 60 key funds that required upto-date information on a regular basis, some
of them needing multiple versions to reflect
different share classes, it was necessary to
seek a different route to streamline marketing
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document production. In addition to speeding
up production, it was a requirement that any
new system should be able to support multiple
languages with minimal additional input as
there was a growing need for documents in
French, German and Italian in addition to
the Dutch and English versions already being
produced. Any new system also needed to be
able to handle the requirements for different
variable and fixed text within each language
in order to prepare documents for different
target audiences from the same data.
Since APS developer Interlagos was
already in discussion with other departments
at ABN Amro Asset Management, it was
quickly able to arrange a proof-of-concept
demonstration using APS and Miramo to
compose documents automatically, using predefined templates and user-selected content.
A six-week development and
implementation period followed, during
which time an initial two or three document
templates were designed to match ABN Amro
Asset Management’s corporate style, which
was undergoing a revamp at that point. As the
style was defined the templates were revised
as necessary, both to match the evolving style
and to address typesetting and composition
challenges such as the lengthy titles made
necessary by some of the fund names.
“At the beginning, the system underwent
quite a number of changes,” comments Bela
Spanjar, “The team at Interlagos used their
experience with other clients to help us,
providing solutions and pointing out ways to
improve the system.”
The first production tests with the APS
solution began in mid-January 2006 and by
early March the system was in full operation
after some revisions to expand the number of
options available. It has been in continuous
use since then, producing around 110
leaflets every month from seven templates,

CASE STUDY
ABN AMRO
Asset Management
ABN Amro is a prominent
international bank whose
history dates back to 1824. Its
asset management division
operates from more than 20
locations around the world and
manages nearly 200 bn Euros of
assets for private investors and
institutional clients.
In-house production of
marketing materials based on
asset performance was slow
and restricted the number of
publications that could be
produced.
With APS and Miramo, dozens
of performance documents
can be created each month
by marketing staff largely
automatically, increasing sales
support and reducing the burden
on the in-house design facility.

The time-saving
benefit is huge; our
in-house design team
would never have been
able to update all the
leaflets we’re now
producing.

representing around 50 to 60 funds with
English and Dutch language versions. As of
December 2006, French, Italian and German
versions were being added to this.
The production process is very simple
and imposes no burden on the in-house
DTP facility at all as the APS solution can be
operated entirely by marketing personnel.
Numerical data on fund performance and
funds under management from internal
systems are gathered in Excel files which are
combined into ZIP files and then uploaded to
APS. The correct template is chosen and new
figures automatically flow in.
Text and sales information has to be
entered manually but this part of the content
is relatively static, requiring only periodic
updating, if ABN Amro Asset Management’s
fee structure changes, for example. Bullet
point text, data fields and benchmark data are
all checked and then up to 20 leaflets for a
specific language or audience can be updated
instantly by APS, to be further checked
as necessary and revised or forwarded for
general use.

ABN AMRO
EASTERN EUROPE
EQUITY FUND

INVESTING IN THE EMERGING MARKETS OF EUROPE
Understanding the opportunity
Do you want to benefit from the growing
economies in Eastern Europe? And would
you like to diversify your portfolio by
investing in emerging markets equities?
Then why not invest in the ABN AMRO
Funds - Eastern Europe Equity Fund. By
investing in this fund, you gain easy
access to companies in Eastern Europe.
The accession of Eastern European
countries to the European Union, as well
as their longer-term goal of adopting the
euro as their currency, has been an
important driver for these markets. EU
accession was a catalyst for a number of
structural changes in these economies,
including privatisations, market
liberalisations and the restructuring of
banking sectors. It also led to more
prudent economic policies, as a result of
which inflation rates - and consequently
interest rates - have gradually declined.
The ensuing favourable macroeconomic
environment led to robust economic
growth.
Capturing the opportunity
The ABN AMRO Funds - Eastern Europe
Equity Fund pursues an active investment
policy, aimed mainly at long-term capital
growth. To this end, the Fund assets are

distributed over different countries and
sectors. Investments are made in shares
of leading listed companies, notably in
Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and
Russia. The fund also invests in Slovakia
and Slovenia. The emphasis is mainly on
country and company selection.
Why invest?
• Easy access to investments in Eastern
European countries.
• Eastern European economies are
currently growing faster than those of the
EU countries.
• Foreign investments are contributing to
the growth of Eastern Europe.
• The integration of several Eastern
European countries in the EU is expected
to benefit the economy in these countries.
Who should invest?
Do you have a positive view of the longterm prospects of Central and Eastern
Europe? And are you aware of the
associated risks? Then the ABN AMRO
Funds - Eastern Europe Equity Fund may
well be suitable for you. If you are seeking
a broad international diversification and
therefore want to include emerging
markets in your portfolio, the fund may
also be an attractive possibility.

FUND FACTS
Index value performance ABN AMRO Funds - Absolute Return Bond Fund, in
EUR
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Ready in days

ABN Amro Asset Management
De Entrée 99-197, PO Box 283
(ap0410), 1000 EA Amsterdam,
Netherlands
www.asset.abnamro.com
Interlagos Ltd
Tel: +44 (0)20 8763 8801
www.interlagos.co.uk
Datazone Ltd
Tel: +353 64 40710
Fax: +353 64 40711
www.miramo.com

In addition to vastly expanding the number of
leaflets produced, the timeliness has improved
dramatically, as Bela Spanjar explains:
“The performance data arrives in the
first week after month-end. We review it all,
update and check the documents over the
next two or three days, so everything is done
by about the tenth working day.”
This means the sales force get documents
that are only a week behind the availability
of the raw data itself. Bela Spanjar gauges
the success of the project by the lack
of additional demands and absence of
complaints about document timeliness –
“If you don’t hear anything, that’s good
news,” she says.
The leaflets are initially produced as PDFs
for use on ABN Amro Asset Management’s
internal network and publicly via its Web
site so that readers can download and print
them as required. Occasionally there’s a need
for high quality printed versions, which are
produced internally via an in-plant print
facility with both offset and digital presses.
To support this requirement, Interlagos
developed templates designed for highresolution CMYK or spot colour print output
with the necessary crop marks and other
information and graphical elements necessary
for this type of printing.

Quick and very easy
Summing up the switch to APS, Bela Spanjar
says, “The time-saving benefit is huge; our
in-house design team would never have
been able to update all the leaflets that we’re
now producing. We can have all the leaflets
updated in one day if necessary, uploaded
to a database and available to the sales
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ABN AMRO FUNDS ABSOLUTE RETURN BOND FUND - A

Source: ABN AMRO Asset Management

Inception date 18 January 2005 is 100

ABN AMRO Funds - Absolute Return Bond Fund
Inception date:

18 January 2005

Domicile:

Luxembourg

Share class:

A

Currency:

EUR

Minimum investment:

EUR 250

Management fee:

1.0%

Service fee:
ISIN:

0.15% (as per 1 April 2006)
LU0200527918

Bloomberg:

ABNARBA LX

Telekurs:

1941705

Dividend:

Reinvest

Liquidity:

Daily

Monthly newsletter/prices:

Available via www.asset.abnamro.com

How to invest:

Investments can be made via the administrator of the Fund or directly via the
Luxembourg Stock Exchange.
Trades sent in before 16.00 Luxembourg time will be settled at T+4.

The leaflets produced via APS and Miramo include
a mixture of standardised descriptive text, titling
and images (top), plus latest fund performance
and asset data (above). Graphs are generated
Important Information
automatically from the numerical data; entire
documents can be generated in minutes.
All data and graphs as at end January 2006
Source: ABN AMRO Asset Management

ABN AMRO Asset Management does not offer advice to individual investors. Past investment performance is not an indication of future performance. The value of investments
can do down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested. Changes in foreign exchange rates may cause the value of investments to fluctuate. ABN AMRO
Asset Management has taken reasonable care to ensure the accuracy of this information at the time of publication but it is subject to change.
ABN AMRO Asset Management products include a range of Luxembourg based umbrella SICAVs with various sub-funds and Dutch investment companies and unit trusts. ABN
AMRO Asset Management products are distributed by ABN AMRO Asset Management (Netherlands) B.V (registered with the Dutch regulator Autoriteit Financiële Markten),
ABN AMRO Investment Funds SA (regulated by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier), ABN AMRO Asset Management (Asia) Limited (regulated by the Hong
Kong Securities and Futures Commission) and ABN AMRO Asset Management Limited (regulated and authorised by the Financial Services Authority). Investors should read the
Prospectus or Offering Memorandum of the relevant product carefully before investing and inform themselves about potential legal and tax consequences, offering restrictions
or exchange control requirements that may be encountered under their local country laws and regulations.

force. The sales people don’t have to ask for
updates any more, they know that everything
they need will be available for them right after
month-end.
“The system is very easy to use,” she
continues, “so it allows our DTP department
to spend more of their time on other things,
keeping more work in-house. If we spot a
typo or other mistake, we don’t have to wait
until they have time to fix it, we can edit the
text or correct graphs and assets ourselves.”
Looking ahead, as well as implementing
further language versions, Spanjar and her
colleagues plan to analyse document usage to
fine-tune the use of APS to produce the most
effective mix of publications to support the
sales effort.
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